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Redeveloping the Long Kesh/Maze prison: profiting from the
hunger strikes?
Shuttled up to Long Kesh he soon lands in the H Blocks with
his friends Barry and the erstwhile Kneecap. Meanwhile,
outside Geraldine is still struggling to cope.
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Robert Gerard Sands was a member of the Provisional Irish
Republican Army who died on hunger strike while imprisoned at
HM Prison Maze after being.

Books by Kieron Magee (Author of Long Kesh / H Blocks)
Kampf der irischen Gefangemen im H-Block/Long Kesh und im
Frauenkmast a video about the supergrass (informer) system, a
book entitled Missing Pieces.
27 Maze escapers still free | From the Guardian | The Guardian
hunted last night after 38 broke out of the Maze prison near
Belfast. in recent months particularly from the effects of the
"supergrass" trials.
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Afterwards, the prison was emptied of its paramilitary
prisoners as the groups they represented agreed to the
ceasefire. They asked what the situation was and Gerry said he
had just told all the stailceoiri, including Kieran, that
there was no deal on the table from the Brits, no movement of
any sort and if the stalic continued, Doc would most likely be
dead within a few days. Plum was the first loyalist I ever got
in touch with, over three years ago now, when I was seeking
advice regarding a screenplay that I was planning H Blocks
Long Kesh: Supergrass write, about a young loyalist caught up
in the Troubles of the early Seventies.
JamesConnolly,co-founderoftheIrishCitizenArmywithJackWhiteandJame
The British government refused to back. She concluded her talk
by expressing the hope that the loyalist prison experience
would not be repeated.
Themilitary-styleregimeoverseenbyGustySpencehasbeencommentedupona
Special Category Status was short-lived. The only people
holding up and denying the opportunity of this inquiry are the
leadership of Sinn Fein.
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